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EARLY RELEASE

DARK DISPATCHES: VILLAGE OF THE DEAD | THE BEGINNING ISSUE3
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Issue 3 Art by Jim Fern

EXT. ROAD SURROUNDED BY WOODS - EARLY MORNING

Abbey and injured National Guardsman Sampson make their way
to the main ROAD after fighting off a herd of the infected
within the woods.

Abbey and Sampson see a TRUCK pulled off to the side of the
road and advance toward it. We see a GREEN CLOVER painted on
the side of the truck with WRITING on it.

Sampson falls against the truck as Abbey lets go of him and
opens the driver's side door. There are no keys.

ABBEY
(frustrated)

Shit! No keys!

From the other side of the truck, a MALE VILLAGER we will
know as MIKE (40's) is sick with the virus, but not fully
transitioned into one of the infected attackers. He is in
and out of consciousness.

Mike is sitting on the ground, propped up against the
truck's back wheel with a RING of KEYS in his hand and BLOOD
OOZING from his ears and nose.

On the ring of keys is a CLOVER KEYCHAIN.

Abbey and Sampson HEAR GURGLED COUGHING coming from the
other side of the truck.

Sampson motions to Abbey to be quiet as he takes the RIFLE
and advances toward the other side of the truck.

Sampson aims the gun at Mike.

Mike slowly looks up at Sampson as Abbey moves in.

MIKE
(faintly pleading)

Please. My baby girl... She needs
help... My daughter...

SAMPSON
(to Abbey)

We don't have time for this.

Sampson moves to shoot and Abbey stops him.
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ABBEY
(to Sampson)

NO! Wait!

Abbey kneels down toward Mike.

ABBEY
(trying to wake Mike who
is slipping in and out
of consciousness)

Hey. Sir? Sir? Where is your
daughter?

The man fights to speak.

MIKE
(faintly)

Please...

ABBEY
(to Mike)

Sir, your daughter. You said she
needs help. Where is she and what's
her name?

MIKE
(fighting to get his
words out)

Addy. Addison. She's at the school.
BMS. Please... Kill me.

Abbey looks up at Sampson and then back at Mike as she
slowly takes his KEYS from his hand.

ABBEY
(whispering into Mike's
ear while taking the
keys)

We'll find your daughter and keep
her safe.

Abbey stands and gets in the truck. 

INT. TRUCK - SECONDS LATER

She puts the keys in the ignition and turns it over. The
truck starts and Abbey sits quietly, looking straight ahead
as we hear a BANG!

Through the PASSENGER'S SIDE MIRROR, we see, from Abbey's
POV, that Sampson fires his weapon toward Mike.

Sampson opens the passenger side door and gets in.

ABBEY
(teary eyed, but calm)

She's at the middle school.
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SAMPSON
Who?

ABBEY
His daughter. She's at the middle
school.

SAMPSON
We don't have ti-

ABBEY
(upset and at her whit's
end, interrupting
Sampson)

STOP telling me that we don't have
time! I'm going to find that girl
with or without your help! If you
don't give a shit about saving a
little girl, then you can get out
now.

SAMPSON
(looking out the
passenger window into
the mirror)

How far is the middle school?

Abbey puts the truck into drive and pulls forward, leaving
Mike's dead body on the side of the road.
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